Stripe and line textures in the B2 phase of bent-shape molecules in samples with polar surface anchoring.
In the B2 phase formed by bent-shaped molecules a dense line texture is frequently observed. For the texture description a model is proposed consisting of a periodic system of anticlinic antiferroelectric bulk domains with opposite chiralities separated by π walls in which polarization rotates. The bulk domains are situated between layers of synclinic ferroelectric phase near the upper and lower surfaces. In the surface layers induced by polar anchoring domains of opposite chirality are separated by defect lines. Under the electric field the ferroelectric layer near one sample surface is growing against the antiferroelectric structure in the sample bulk and the stripe texture is fading out, but still in the saturated field surface lines or walls persist separating ferroelectric domains of opposite chirality. The proposed model is adapted also for a case when the anticlinic antiferroelectric structure in the sample bulk is sandwiched between anticlinic ferroelectric layers near the surfaces. In that case the applied electric field eliminates all the lines because the resulting anticlinic ferroelectric structure is racemic, with no chiral domains.